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Abstract
Spontaneous spinal epidural hematoma (SSEH) is a rare idiopathic condition that leads to the acute
onset of neurological deficits, which can have catastrophic consequences if not recognized early. It
is important to make an early precise diagnosis. Spinal epidural hematoma has been increasingly
recognized since the advent of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). However, T1- and T2-weighted
gradient-echo sequences are relatively less sensitive to the magnetic susceptibility effects of hemorrhage. Echo-planar gradient-echo T2*-weighted MR imaging (T2* MRI) is sensitive to these
magnetic susceptibility effects and is commonly used for the detection of hemorrhage. We reported
that the case of a 76-year-old man who presented with tetra paresis had an early diagnosis of spontaneous spinal epidural hematoma early diagnosed by T2* MRI.
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1. Introduction
Spontaneous spinal epidural hematoma (SSEH) is a rare condition that requires early diagnosis and treatment to
ensure complete recovery of function. This condition has been increasingly recognized because patients presenting with rapid progressive neurological deficits of spinal cord origin undergo early evaluation with MRI.
The diagnosis of SSEH, however, remains debated in the presentation of a differential diagnosis with spinal cord
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involvement. Early diagnosis of SSEH is important to aid the therapeutic strategy decision. We report a case of
spontaneous cervical SSEH diagnosed with T2* MRI in a patient with natural recovery without a surgical intervention.

2. Case Report
A 76-year-old male presented with acute onset progressive tetra paresis for 24 h. His symptoms started as severe
neck pain associated with the radiation of pain along his upper limb and difficulty in neck movements. Within a
few hours, he recognized progressive tetra paresis and difficulty in walking. The next day, the symptoms progressed to tetraparesis with an inability to walk and hesitancy of micturition. He was transported to our emergency unit. His medical history was unremarkable: no trauma, smoking, drinking, or drug use. He was neither
on anticoagulation nor antiplatelet medication at the time of presentation. Upon neurological examination, the
power in extremities was 2/5 (medical research council grading) with urinary retention. There was bilateral hypotonia with absent reflexes and the Babinski sign was negative. Sensory examination showed absent vibration
sensation below C5 level and an impairment of joint position sensation in both feet.
An urgent MRI of the cervical spine revealed a dorsal extradural lesion at the C2-Th3 level which was iso/
hyper intense to the cord on T1-weighted images (T1WI) (Figure 1(a)) and iso/hyper intense with a band of
hypo intensity on T2-weighted images (Figure 1(b)). A T2* MRI was taken under the suspicion of hemorrhage.
It disclosed hypo intensity spots within the hyper intensity mass and a clear hypo intense rim (Figure 1(c)). The
lesion showed blooming displacing the spinal cord anteromedially. His initial laboratory workup failed to show
any significant abnormalities and the coagulation profile was normal. Given the acute presentation and the MRI
findings, in particular the T2* MRI, a diagnosis of spontaneous cervico-thoracic epidural hematoma causing cord
compression was suspected.
After emergency hospitalization, he showed gradual natural recovery. He could stand and walk 3 days after
hospitalization. His urination had normalized 2 days after hospitalization. An MRI taken after 5 days, which revealed that the lesion was thinner, a hyper intensity on T1WI, and mixed intensity on T2WI and T2* images
(Figures 2(a)-(e)). MRI Imaging Studies MRI was performed with a 1.5 T superconducting unit (Magnetorom
Vision, Siemens) with a standard head coil to obtain axial fast spin-echo T2-weighted images (repetition time
[TR]/echo time [TE]/excitations, 3600/96/2, slice thickness = 5 mm, gap = 1 mm). The imaging matrix and field
of view were 224 Å~ 256 and 23 cm, respectively. Axial single-shot echo-planar gradient-echo T2-weighted
imaging (TE/excitations 25/1, flip angle 90˚) was also obtained with a slice thickness and gap of 5 mm and 1
mm, respectively. The imaging matrix and field of view were 128 Å~ 128 and 23 cm, respectively.

Figure 1. (a) A dorsal extradural lesion at the C2-Th3 level, which was iso/
hyperintense to the cord on T1-weighted images (b) iso/hyperintense with a
band of hypointensity on T2-weighted images (c) hypointensity spots within a
hyperintensity mass with a clear hypointense rim on T2* MRI.
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Figure 2. (a) (c) The lesion was becoming thin and revealed hyperintensity on
T1WI and mixed intensity on T2WI (b) (d), T2* MRI (e).

3. Discussion
Spinal epidural hematoma was first described by Jackson in 1869 [1] and first treated surgically by Bain in 1897
[2]. The incidence of SSEH is estimated at 0.1.100000−1∙year−1 [3]. Spinal epidural hematomas occur most frequently in the elderly but can occur at any age [4]. They are classified into two groups: nonspontaneous and
spontaneous. Nonspontaneous epidural spinal hematomas may result from spinal taps, spinal anesthesia, trauma,
pregnancy, bleeding diathesis, anticoagulant therapy, spinal hemangiomas, vascular malformations, hypertension,
and neoplasms. Spinal epidural hematoma is capable of producing severe and irreversible neurologic deficits,
and acute surgical intervension may be needed. The early precise diagnosis is crucial. Current literature supports
both venous and arterialorigins as the source of spontaneous epidural hematomas [5]. The most widely accepted
hypothesis for the source of bleeding is venous, because spinal epidural veins have no valves and are thus unprotected from changes in abdominal or thoracic pressure [5]. Increasing intrathoracic and intra-abdominal pressure leads to brief increases in intravenous pressure in valveless and thin-walled epidural veins, subsequently leading to their rupture. This accounts for cases that are reported occurring with activities such as straining, bending,
coitus, coughing, and sneezing [6].
The investigation of choice is MRI. Following the inclusion of MRI into standard medical practice, the mean
incidence of SSEH cases reported in the literature has increased further [7]. In the first 24 h, an epidural hematoma is isotense to the cord on T1WI and is usually hyperintense, although it may be heterogeneous on T2WI.
By 48 h, the hematoma appears hyperintense on both T1WI and T2WI [3] [8]. The radiological differential diagnosis includes epidural abscess and spinal epidural lymphoma.
SSEH is acute onset and surgical management is recommended in the case of progressive symptoms, which
can have catastrophic consequences if they are not recognized early in presentation. MRI is useful to verify diagnosis; however, T1WI and T2WI are relatively less sensitive to the magnetic susceptibility effects of hemorrhage. T2* MRI is sensitive to these magnetic susceptibility effects and is commonly used for the detection of
hemorrhage [9]-[11]. T2* MRI requires a very short time for complete acquisition and is also sensitive to the
effects of the local static magnetic field in homogeneities induced by the presence of hemosiderin [12]. Furthermore, T2* MRI can detect hyperacute hemorrhage because susceptibility is increased by the paramagnetic
effect of deoxyhemoglobin, which is the earliest observable hemoglobin breakdown product on MRI [13]. Thus,
T2* MRI is thought to be highly sensitive for detecting hemoglobin degradation products. In the case presented
here, we could make a precise diagnosis of SSEH early on with T2* MRI and following up with it helped our
decision on clinical course. T2* MRI might be recommended for evaluation of SSEH.
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4. Conclusion

Spinal epidural hematoma is capable of producing severe and irreversible neurologic deficits, and acute surgical
intervention may be needed. The early precise diagnosis is crucial. We reported a case of spinal epidural hematoma diagnosed with T2* MRI early on and it was followed without a surgery. T2* MRI was useful for the early
precise diagnosis of spinal epidural hematoma.

5. Consent
Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for publication of this case report and any accompanying images.
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